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Everything needs water!
For students aged 7+

Introduction

The Water Warrior Toolkit 
takes students on a journey 
of discovery about our most 
vital natural resource. They 
find out how scarce and 
threatened water resources 
are, inspiring them to 
conserve water and develop 
a sense of empathy for 
people around the world who 
live in areas of water scarcity. 

In this learning activity, 
students use photographs, 
maps and film to explore how 
and why rivers can get 
polluted, and think about who 
is responsible for preserving 
fresh water.

Objectives

• Look at a globally significant  
river and discuss and 
compare the different ways 
people use water. 

• Investigate how industrial 
water use can affect people 
and the natural 
environment.

• Reflect on the impact toxic 
water pollution has on 
people and the natural 
environment, and what 
industries, government and 
individuals do about this.

Key questions

• How do people use water?

• What effect does peopleʼs 
use of water have on it? 

• Does it change or remain 
the same?

• How can rivers get 
   polluted?

• What does a polluted river 
look like?

• Why do factories pollute 
rivers?

• What do can people do to 
stop water pollution?

The upper stream of 
the North River. Some 
industry from the Pearl 
River Delta is planning 
to relocate to the 
upper stream and 
mountain area. This 
will pose a huge threat 
to this area of natural 
beauty.

Photo: Greenpeace/
John Novis
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Learning Links

Students can ask geographical questions, 
use geographical vocabulary and interpret 
secondary data sources, focusing on the core 
theme of water. 

Students build their knowledge of 
environmental change and sustainability 
through learning about a locality different to 
where they live, at a global scale.

Students learn how the way resources can 
be allocated affects individuals, 
communities and the sustainability of the 
environment, and express opinions about 
this. They can also take action at home and 
at school to promote sustainability.

This activity lasts 45-60 minutes with a 
short optional activity at home.

Preparation

• If using, prepare the ʻEverything needs 
water!ʼ photo set.

• Prepare the Pearl River Delta Map.

• Print out enough Pearl River photographs 
for one between two students (alternatively, 
use the photograph on a screen).

• Students will need rough paper and 
coloured pencils/pens.

• Photocopy/prepare the Water Warrior 
mission: find the pollution worksheet.

• Prepare the CNN Report : pollution in 
denim industry film clip if using.

• Prepare the "Who's responsible?" Power 
Point 7+, if using.

Starter (5-10 mins)

Ask students how many uses they can think 
of for water. They could be ways people, 
industry or farming uses water. If there is a 
local river, students could focus on that for 
their answers. You could show some pictures 
using the ʻEverything needs water!ʼ 

powerpoint to prompt answers and record 
them. 

Did students know that thereʼs the same 
amount of water in the world now as there 
was when people first lived on Earth? It might 
change a bit, but however we use water, it all 
ends up back in the water system eventually. 

When we use water for different activities, 
how does it change the water?

Main activity (30-40 mins)

Explain to students that theyʼre going to 
look at a river in China called The Pearl. 
Show them the river on a map or globe. 

If students did Learning Activity 1, recap 
what they learnt about the River Pearl, and 
what sort of industry and activity there is in 
the region. What can they remember about 
peopleʼs lives there? Record their thoughts.

Students then work in pairs, sitting back-to-
back, to produce a drawing. Use the 
printed photographs. One student looks at 
the photograph and describes it to their 
partner, who draws a picture without 
looking at the photograph. Alternatively, 
one student sits facing the screen, the 
other with their back to it. They then look at 
the photograph and drawing together. Have 
a quick classroom discussion:

• How did students describe what was 
going on? 

• What do students think is causing the 
problems in the photograph?

• What could be the effects of the problems 
for local people?

• Were there any descriptions or words that 
students found really helpful to do the 
drawings? 

Students could vote for the best words or 
phrases to describe whatʼs going on.

Then tell students that theyʼre going to be 
Water Warriors, and do some detective work 
to find out whatʼs going on in the Pearl River 
Delta.
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You can do this activity in groups, pairs or 
with students working independently.

Give each group, pair or student a copy of the 
Water Warrior Mission: find the pollution. 
Students use the clues on the clue sheet to 
annotate the map of the Pearl River Delta 
with symbols representing different types of 
industry that can cause water pollution. Once 
they have done this, they have to choose 
which part of the map is the ʻpollution 
hotspotʼ.

Once students have chosen their hotspot, ask 
them some questions.

• Why did you choose your hotspot?
• What sorts of industries are near your 

hotspot?
• Is your hotspot near where lots of people  

live?
• Is it near the mouth of the river or further 

upstream?
• Do you think thereʼs more water pollution 

upstream or near the mouth of the river? 
Why?

Students would probably identify hotspots as 
Shenzhen, Huizhou or Guangzhou. 

Encourage students to reflect that the mouth 
of the river will be more polluted because the 
toxic pollution from further upstream ends up 
there as the water flows towards the sea.

If students are working in pairs or groups, you 
could enlarge the map and cut out the clues 
so they can place them on the map with the 
symbols they draw.

Plenary : Whoʼs responsible (10-15 
minutes)

Now that students understand how toxic 
pollution can occur, and the effects it can 
have on the environment and people, ask 
them who they think is responsible for toxic 
pollution. You can prompt answers by 
showing students the CNN Report: Pollution 
in denim industry film clip, and asking for 
studentsʼ responses:

• Which industry is polluting the water?

• How do students know?

• Did the factory owner admit that the factory 
is causing pollution?

• What is the government doing about it?

• Do students think Emily Chang is doing 
something about it?

• Is Greenpeace doing anything?

• How would students feel if you lived near 
the factory? 

• Or someone in their family worked there?

Show students the Whoʼs responsible? 
PowerPoint 7+, or draw one on the board or 
paper. Get students to write down then stick 
up their suggestions in the various sections. 
Alternatively, have a short classroom 
discussion then add the sample answers on 
the PowerPoint notes, along with studentsʼ 
own ideas.
 
Do students think governments, people and 
factories are all equally responsible? 

Ask students what they think different people 
can do about the problem of toxic pollution, 
and annotate the diagram with different 
coloured paper to show what governments, 
people and factories can do to solve the 
problem. 

• What do students think are the best ideas? 
• Why?
•  Are there things that different people can 

do together? 

Lastly, students could write their name on a 
sticker and stick it on the diagram, according 
to which group or groups they think are most 
responsible. 

Home tasks

Students could

• Check out the Water Warrior website for 
some fun activities about water.

• Take home the background activity sheet 
and work through it with someone at home.

• Do one of the extension activities.
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